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5500-00l
English 5500
Practicum in Teaching and Tutoring Writing
Spring 2004
Wednesdays 3:00 to 5:00 pm CH 3139

Linda Coleman, Composition Director
CH 3562 XSOIS I cflsc@eiu.edu
Daiva Markelis, Director of the Writing Center
CH 3375 X5614 I cfdmm@eiu.edu
Fem Kory, Assistant Director of the Writing Center
CH 3365 X6291 I tkory@eiu.edu

During the spring semester, we will continue to use the practicum as a forum for discussing topics
and controversies in rhetoric and composition studies as they relate to our work in the Writing
Center and classroom.

Requirements
• Careful reading of all assignments (whether or not your group is presenting)
• Lively and informed participation in all classes
• Truly collaborative preparation of materials (including charts) based on readings
• Clear and engaging presentation of model Unit/Lesson Plan
• Lively "Show and Tell" presentation based on self-selected reading or electronic resource
(with handouts)
• Formal paper (based on unit plan/lesson plan; due one week after presentation)

Group Presentations: One group will have responsibility for preparing a "Chart for
Composition Theory and Issues" for each chapter in A Guide to Composition Pedagogies.
Other members of class will be prepared with written questions raised by their readings of the
chapter, with the presenting "expert" group facilitating the discussion. The goal is to unite
theory (as presented in the readings) and practice (as experienced in the Writing Center and
classroom).
Show and Tell: Each week one of you will select a reading or electronic resource that is
useful forthe practicing tutor and/or teacher. Readings might be found in one of the many
journals on the Writing Center shelves or in some respectable virtual environment (such as
the NCTE Inbox). Electronic resources might include the Web sites of professional
organizations, such as NCTE, or listserves, such as the one found at
http://mailman.eppg.com/mailman/Iistinfo/teaching composition. You will prepare a
properly documented handout that captures the overall thesis and main points of the article or
presents a brief but concrete description of the resource. Also include your assessment of the
reading/resource, for example strengths, weaknesses, questions raised. The handout will
provide a shared basis for discussion of the theoretical assumptions and practical potential of
the article or resource.
Presentation: After we have completed the readings from A Guide to Composition
Pedagogies, you will create an outline for a unit (two to four weeks) of a model English I 001
course (or other approved course) and a detailed lesson plan for one class day of that unit.

For example, your lesson plan could describe class activities for one day during a two-week
unit in which students complete a paper comparing similar retail web sites.
Your presentation should orient us to your assignment/unit, its fundamental goals, and the
theory behind your practice-with specific identification of and references to the
pedagogy/theory at work in your assignment. You will want to provide the class with the
detailed lesson plan, the outline of the unit, and any related handouts. Use of other media or
technology is encouraged.
Paper: One week after your presentation, you will need to tum in a paper that summarizes
your lesson plan, the unit, and the pedagogy behind them. The paper should be polished and
appropriately documented. While there is no set length for the paper, you should be thorough
without being tedious and concise without over-generalizing. Attach any handouts (including
the unit plan and specific writing prompts) along with explanations of when and how you use
them.

English 5500: Practicum
Text: Gary Tate, Amy Rupiper, and Kurt Schick. A Guide to Composition Pedagogies
Week 1 (Jan. 14)
• Discussion of semester activities and assignments
•

Sample "Show & Tell"

Week2 (Jan21)
•

"Expressive Pedagogy" (p. 19+ in GCP): Group 1

•

"Show and Tell" (2)

Week3 (Jan28)
•

"Rhetorical Pedagogy" (p. 36+): Group 2

•

"Show and Tell" (2)

Week 4 (Feb. 4)
•

"Collaborative Pedagogy" (p. 54+): Group 3

•

"Show and Tell"

Week 5 (Feb 11)
•

"Cultural Studies and Composition" (p. 71+): Group 1

•

"Show and Tell"

Week 6 (Feb 18)
•

"Critical Pedagogy" (p. 92+):Group 2

•

"Show and Tell"

Week 7 (Feb 25)
•

"Feminist Pedagogy" (p. 113+): Group 3

•

"Show and Tell"

Week 8 (Mar 3)
•

"Community Service Pedagogy" (p. 132+): _Group 1

•

"Show and Tell"

Week 9 (Mar 10)
•

"The Pedagogy of Writing Across the Curriculum" (p. 149+): Group 2

•

"Show and Tell"

Spring Break (March 17)

Week 10 (Mar. 24):
•

"TechnolQgy and the Teaching of Writing" (p. 203+) : Group 3

•

"Show and Tell"

Week 11 (Mar. 31)
Presentations:-----·-----'·----

English 5500: Practicum

Week 12 (April 7)
Presentations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Week 13 (April 14)
Presentations:---------- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Week 14 (April 21)
Presentations: _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Week 15 (April 28)
•

End of the Semester Party

CHART FOR COMPOSITION THEORIES AND ISSUES
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